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APPLICATION OF THE FABRY-PEROT INTERFEROMETER 
TO ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY 
I 
SUMMARY 
An attempt has been made to determine the practi-
cability of crossing the dispersion of a Fabry-Perot in-
terferometer with that of the Bausch and Lomb Large 
Littrow Spectrograph to obtain greater resolution and 
dispersion for the study of molecular absorption than is 
ordinarily possible. Even though some studies of this 
technique have been made for monochromatic absorption, 
no research has been reported for more complex systems 
and little attempt has been made to correlate the de- 
tails of the spectrogram produced in this manner with the 
characteristics of the interferometer, spectrograph, and 
photographic plate. 
From fundamental equations expressing the be-
havior of the interferometer and spectrograph separate-
ly, equations were derived to determine the effect on 
the spectrogram of the following factors: slit width 
of the spectrograph, spectrographic dispersion, reflec-
tion coefficient of the interferometer plates, resolv- 
2 
ing power of the photographic plates, and temperature and 
pressure changes during an exposure. From the theoreti-
cal study, it was possible to specify the precise require-
ments that an interferometer places on a spectrograph and 
to develop both an understanding of what features should 
appear in the absorption spectrum and to derive more ac-
curate equations for converting measurable quantities 
into wave numbers of absorption bands. 
The channelled spectrogram produced with a con-
tinuous source of radiation and very small slit width is 
known to consist of a series of closely spaced almost 
vertical parabola segments with the distance, A S, along 
the dispersion of the spectrograph between these given 
by the equation 
A S _ 
ltd 
where t in this equation is the distance between the in-
terferometer plates, d is the dispersion of the spectro-
graph, and A is the wave length of the region under con-
sideration. For infinitely sharp interference fringes, 
the channels just disappear to give a continuous back-
ground when the slit width is equal to 4 S, and overlap 
with a reduction in resolution when the slit width is 
larger than this value. For finite fringes the critical 
slit width required to produce the continuous background 
3 
is dependent upon the fringe width. Since it is desired 
to use the largest slit width consistent with maximum res-
olution, this condition represents the optimum operating 
conditions for studies of absorpion spectra. The above 
equation then forms the basis for the specification of 
requirements on the spectrograph and interferometer. 
The limit of resolution of the interferometer-
spectrograph combination operated in this condition is 
determined entirely by that of the interferometer which 
is simply related to the interferometer spacing and the 
reflection coefficient of the plates. For an interfero-
meter spacing of 0.15 cm as used in this work and a re-
flection coefficient assumed to he at least 0.80, the 
theoretical resolving limit of the interferometer was cal-
culated as 0.04 R. In the region of 4,000 	this corre- 
sponds to a resolving power of 1x10 5. From equations de-
rived for the vertical distance between parabola segments 
for the optical system used in this study, the dispersion 
of the channelled spectrum normal to the spectrographic 
dispersion was calculated to be about 0.5 R /Mm. Since 
the resolving power of most photographic plates is approx-
imately 50 lines/mm or 0.02 mm/line, the calculated reso-
lution should be obtainable with ordinary plates, a rela-
tively large slit width, and acceptable exposure times. 
General equations derived to determine the extent 
4 
of the parabola broadening due to temperature and pressure 
changes during an exposure led to the conclusion that for 
the apparatus used in this study a control of temperature 
and pressure within 2° C and 4am Hg would be sufficient 
for very accurate work. However, ordinary changes in 
room temperature and atmospheric pressure should be of 
little consequence for most work. 
The results of these considerations have been con-
firmed by an experimental stuly of the absorption spectrum 
of nitrogen dioxide in the region around 4,000 L. The maximum 
resolving limit attained was 0.24 2 which corresponds to a 
resolving power of 0.2 x 105. This limitation was ascribed 
to the actual width or complexity of the absorption bands 
which prevented further resolution. 
An important limitation in the use of the channelled 
spectrum for absorption work is the tediousness inherent 
in the interpretation of the spectrogram which is now es-
sentially a two-dimensional rather than the usual linear 
record. The increase in resolution was, however, clearly 
evident and served to accentuate many of the features of the 
spectrum which otherwise escaped observation. In addition, 
the wave number differences of absorption features were de-
termined with considerable accuracy from the expression 
5 
where Am is the number of orders (parabola segments) be-
tween the absorption reatures. 
It appears therefore, that the use of the inter-
ferometer-spectrograph combination is practicable and per-
mits a more detailed rind accurate determination of fine 
structure but ror any but the simplest spectra presents 




In the investigation of excited electronic states 
of polyatomic molecules, it is necessary to obtain great-
er resolution and dispersion than that which can be 
furnishea by instruments now available at the Georgia 
Institute of Technology. For such studies in the region 
of 4,000 	it is desired to measure energy differences 
or about 0.1 cm Z ,  or wave length differences of about 
0.02 L Such measurements require a resolving power of 
the order of 2X1.0 5. Even though the Bausch and Lomb 
Large Littrow Spectrograph with glass optics has a theo-
retical resolving power of' 1x10 5 in this region, it has 
a linear dispersion of only 5 //mm. Consequently, a 
slit width of about 8 du would be required to realize 
this resolution. Such a small slit width would require 
relatively enormous exposure times and also place ex- , 
 treme demands on the resolving power of the photographic 
plate which is normally less than 50 lines/mm. 
It seemed possible, however, that the required 
resolving power and dispersion could be obtained by 
crossing a Fabry-Perot interferometer with the Bausch 
7 
and Lomb Large LiDtrow Spectrograph available in the 
School of Physics. This investigation has been undertaken 
to determine the practicality of such a technique. 
Although the application of the Fabry-Perot in-
terferometer to monochromatic absorption has been studied 
in considerable detaill ' 21 3 there seemed to be no publi-
cations in which tie Fabry-Perot  instrument was used for 
the study of molecular absorption. Furthermore, little 
attempt was found in the literature to correlate the 
details of the spectrogram produced by a continuous source 
with the characteristics of tbe crossed instruments to the 
degree that seemed necessary for the type of measurement 
undertaken in this study. 
Karl Wilh.Meissner, Journal of the Optical Society 
of America 32 p. 191 (1942) 
2 
Chas. Fabry, Comptes Rendus 140, 1136 (1905); Chas. 
Fhbry, H. Bilisson„ Journal de Physics 	le Radium 9, 197 
(1910) 
3 
K. Burns and Wm. F. Meggers, Publications of the 




DESCRIPTION OF THE FABRY-PEROT INTERFEROMETER 
The Fabry-Perot interferometer consists of two par-
tially metallized plates, A and B, placed one behind the 
other, so that rays of light, 	passing through the 
plates in sequence will be partially reflected at both as 
shown in Figure 1. 
The distance between the plates, usually of the 
order of a few millimeters, is rigidly fixed since it 
must be accurately known for most experiment s. The plates 
are usually quartz or glass discs coated with a metal 
that exhibits, in the desired wave length region, a high 
reflection coefficient in the solid state and a high trans-
parency as a thin film. Thus, by properly coating the 
plates, the desired degree of reflection may be obtained. 
Tolansky4 discusses the characteristics of various kinds 
of plates in considerable detail. 
The interferometer used in this study is a cam-
martially available instrument manufactured by the Gaert- 
4S. Tolansky, Hi Resolution 	 (New 
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Figure 2 
TRANSMISSION AND PEFLECTIMI IN THE 
FAEPY—PEROT INTEPFEFOMETEP 
10 
ner Scientific Company, under the catalogue number L2320(. 
The plates, which are of quartz, are 27 mm in diameter 
and about 5 mm in thickness with surfaces ground flat to 
better than 1/20 th wave length. The front and back sur-
faces of each plate are inclined at a small angle to each 
other to prevent spurious interference, 5 ' 6 
The plates are mounted in a brass holder with a 
fixed spacer. As originally designed, the spacer is a 
quartz annular ring 10.030 ram in thickness. This spacing 
gives good resolving power for discrete spectra, but pro-
duces a pattern for continuous spectra , Which is not a-
daptable to the Bausch and Lomb instrument. (See section 
on requirements of the spectrograph). In order to obtain 
a suitable pattern, the quartz spacer was replaced by 
three 1/16 inch ball bearings held loosely in a ring of 
1/32 inch lucite. The bearings were sufficiently uniform 
in diameter to allow sharp, uniform patterns to be ob-
tained with monochromatic radiation. 
5 
Ibid., p. 145 
6 
Harrison, Lord, and Loofbourow, Practical Spectros-
copy (New York: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1 9461 1•. 561 
11 
IV 
THEORY OF THE FABRY-PEROT INTERFEROMETER 
Figure 2 illustrates that the part of an incident 
ray, I, that is reflected at plate B of the interfero-
meter will undergo repeated reflections between the 
plates, being partially transmitted upon each reflection 
at plate B to produce the series of parallel rays, T. 
The nature of all such transmitted rays may be discussed 
in the following manner: 
If a monochromatic ray I of wave length A strikes 
the second plate of a Fabry-Perot interferometer (Figure 
2) making an angle el with NN', the normal to the plates, 
a series of in-phase parallel rays will be transmitted 
also at an angle 91 with respect to the normal if G1 
 satisfies the equation: 
2t cos G 	nA (I) 
where n is any integer less than 2-0, and t is the 
distance between the plates. Any incident ray parallel 
to I will produce transmitted rays identical in phase 
and direction with those produced by I. 
All rays incident to plate B at an angle 431 1 de-
fine the surface of a family of cones F a, of semi-angle 
"1 
12 
Al perpendicular to B with apices in the plane of B. Any 
given ray on the surface of one such cone is parallel to 
one and only one ray in each of the remaining cones in the 
family. All the rays transmitted from one such group of 
parallel incident rays will be in phase and parallel and 
will therefore meet in a point at infinity. Any other 
group of parallel incident rays lying on the surfaces of 
the cones F91 will be transmitted to produce rays meeting 
in a different point at infinity. The totality of all 
such points will describe a circle Cg i at infinity while 
the rays lying on the surfaces of another family of cones 
F%2, will produce a circle C0.2 concentric with C91 if Az 
satisfies equation I. 
It is possible to get an expression containing the 
diameter of these concentric circles when they are focused 
onto a screen. It has been shown that 
m = mo 	e = 2t 	 2tD2  
	
A 8 A f2 
where m, a large integer, is the order of interference for 
the ring of diameter D, mo is the integral order of inter-
ference for a ring of diameter Do , which is equal to zero, 
e is the partial order of interference between the center 
and the first ring, f is the focal length of the lens used 
to focus the rings, and t is the distance between the 
interferometer plates. 
13 
From equation II it is seer that for two slightly 
uifferent values of A , two circles of slightly different 
diameters will be formed for each value of m. However, for 
a iven value of A two successive integral values of m 
correspond to two circles with appreciably different diam-
eters. The interference pattern of two slightly different 
wave lengths for ioAr values of m is shown in vigure 3 
where two different series of concentric circles corre-
spond to two different values ofA. 
Finally, for a spectrum of discrete lines, the 
pa ,tern consists of several series of concentric circles 
superimposed upon each other, each series corresponding 
to a single spectral line; each circle in a given series 
corresponding to a definite order m. 
14 
Figure 3 
INTERFEROMETER PATTERN FOF TiO WAVE LENGTHS 
IN FOUR ORDMRS 
Superscripts on A indicate orders while 
subscripts indicate wave lonc7th values. 
15 
V 
THEORY OF THE INTERFEROMETER SPECTROGRAPH PATTERN 
The interferometer may be used in conjunction 
with a spectrograph as shown in Figure 4. Light enter-
ing the interferometer may o:t may not be parallel but 
the interference rings must be focused sharply on the 
spectrographic slf,t by a high quality achromatic lens 
L2. By so focusing the fringes on the slit, only an 
arc of each circle is allowed to pass through the spec-
trograph as diagrammed in Figure 5a. The spectrograph 
produces. the pattern diagramed in Figure 5b for a mono-
chromatic source, but if the source consists of a mix-
ture of two sufficiently different wave lengths, hi 
and Ae, the spectrograph produces the pattern dia-
gramed in Ftgure 5e. As the slit is made smaller, the 
fringe arc becomes correspondingly smaller and ap-
proaches a point, Figure 5d. The effect shown in Figure 
5c is illustrated in Figure 6 for the yellow mercury 
linen the two sets of frin,ses which are not resolved 
by the spectrograph result from the presence of two 
mercury isotopes in the source. 
The quantity D in Figure 5d, the diameter of a 
Ll  FP 
Figure 4 
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Figure 6 
LiTEIFEROIET22—SPECTROGRAPH PATTERN FOR THE TWO YELL07.7 LT,RCUT;.Y 1,11:ES 
The black arcs are sections of the fringe circles, since the figure 
is a negative print. 
Figure 7 
:7213ATIVE FECTOG_7,AFF. OF A CTIATTITEL7 7T) 
p'-lotog -r-aph was taken at 1-4 2 000 R for an interferomoter plate 
r."..it.- tarle of 0.1576 am. The ap'..c.,c3 of the parabolas do not appear on 
L 1, 	3 c t ro g r am as a result - f ':cus -Lng the interfer—,nc- fringe 
*3 belfyn tl-e spectro , 	t. 
18 
ring of some definite value of m and A as calculated from 
Equation II, will decrease with X. The relationship 
between D and A is indicated in Figure 5d by the fact that 
D (A2,mal is smaller than D(Alima ), where )2 is smaller 
than Al. If the spectrum between X2 and NI were con-
tinuous, the spectrogram would be similar to Figure 5e 
with points infinitely close together and hence consist 
of lines inclined to the dispersion of the spectrograph, 
Figure 7. 
It is seen from Equation II that the pattern 
diagramed in Figure 5e is a section of a family of parar. 
bolas with apices on the axis of the center of the fringe 
pattern with one parabola for each value of m. For 
ordinary values of the constants t and f in Equation II, 
the parabolas appear to be almost vertical straight lines 
as shown in Figure 7. This pattern is known as a 
channelled spectrum. 
It will be shown later that better absorption 
patterns are obtained on a channelled spectrum if the para-
bola lines touch. For infinitely sharp fringes, inter-
ference circles, the value of the slit width that will pro-
duce sufficiently broad parabola lines to yield a con-
tinuous background will DO the distance along the dis-
persion between adjacent infinitely sharp parabola lines. 
19 
This distance may be consiasrea constant for any two para-
bcias since the portions of the lines actually found on 
the spectrogram are essentially equi-distant. An expres-
sion for such a slit width may be derived in the following 
fashion. 
From Equation II it is seen that the diameter Li 
of an interference fringe of order m for a wave length Al 
will be equal to the diameter D2 of a frinze of order 
+ I for A2, if 
	
711m - (ni +I),' (A1-06 ), 	(III) 
where A Ao = Al  - X12. from Figure 5f it is seen that the 
difference in wave length corresponding to DI and D2 is 
the difference between the wave length veil -:es for two 
adjacent parabolas, m and m + 1, and is, therefore, a meas-
ure of the slit width required to produce parabolas that 
touch. From Equations III and II, assuming D2/8f2 small, 
or from Equations III and I w:.th cos 9 equal to unity for 
small 9:: 
m
3. 3. 	po 	 2 (IV) Ao — 	A A = 	
wiaereatA0 is the wave length between orders. Finally, 
the slit width for which the parabolas just touch for in-
finitely sharp fringes is seen to be: 
20 
Aa ,h A 	or 
a d 
where d is the dispersion of bile spectrograph in the re-
gion of X1 1 and A 2, 
In practice, however, the fringe thickness as well 
as the slit width contributes to the parabola line thick-
ness. The relative influence of these two factors is 
indicated in the following discussion. 
The points in Figure 5d are actually rectangles 
with a horizontal distance essentially equal to the slit 
width and a vertical dimension determined by the fringe 
thickness. Such rectangles are shown in Figure 8 as a 
portion of Figure 3 selected by a spectrographic slit 
where the horizontal and vertical dimensions represent 
the slit width and fringe thickness respectively. If A2 
were increased so that the difference in A1 and A 2 
were equal to a A 0 in Equatf.on IV, any rectangle for A 2 
in a given order would overlap that of A1 in the next 
highest order since the fringes would have the same diam-
eter as indicated in Figure 9. 
For five nearly equal wave lengths, with the dif-
ference in the longest and shortest wave length equal to 
AA ° , the pattern would become that diagramed in Figure 
10 with the rectangles for Ai and A5 in adjacent orders 
overlapping. Further overlapping would occur if the source 
X "; 
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I X, 	I 
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Figur e 9 
A PORTION OF FIGURE 3 SELECTED OVEFLAPPING or.i.am.i Fa' TWO 
BY A SPECTROGRAPHIC SLIT 
	
WAVE LEITC.ITHS 
fture illustrates the 
pattern that would exist for 
1.--.10 wave lengths in .eie. 
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FRINGE PATTERN AT SLIT FCC FIVE 
NEARLY EQUAL WAVE LENGTHS WITH 
THE EXTPPYP uuns DIFFITING BY 
AA a 
FRINGE PATTERN AT SLIT FOR 
SEVE7AL NEARLY EQUAL WAVE LENT?S 
WITF EVERY FIFTH DIFIFING BY 
A 0 	. 
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contained wave lengths still greater than A5. For a suf-
ficiently large number of wave lengths, rectangles for a 
given order may overlap those, several orders away. For ex- 
1 2 
ample, A 10  would overlap A2, . asuming equally-spaced wave 
lengths. Figure 11 illustrates, diagrammatically, the 
pattern obtained at the slit from a source consisting of a 
large number of frequencies, with the difference in every 
fifth wave length equal to AA °. It is seen that the top 
five rectangles in Figure 11 represent four different wave 
lengths, each in a different cyder. 
When the spectrograph disperses a pattern such as the 
top five rectangles in Figure 11, different wave lengths 
in a given rectangle are shifted along the dispersion of 
the spectrograph by different amounts, such that rectangles 
of the same order lie along the same parabola lines, as 
indicated in Figure 12. Note that overlapping rectangles 
differ by multiples ofAA0 and that this is the difference 
in wave length of adjacent parabolas as shown in Figure 
5f. One of three possible interferometer-spectrograph 
patterns may result after dispersion by the spectrograph: 
non-touching, touching, and overlapping parabola segments. 
Figure 13 illustrates that either a broad slit or a thick 
fringe may cause either touching or overlapping parabolas. 
If the difference in the wave lengths in Figure 12 
WEI 
MEM 
NMI A \ X3  
\\is EOM MEM 
EMI ESE 
\ 13 \ 2X  
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Figure 12 
PATTERN GIVEN IR FIGURE 11 AFTEF DISPERSION BY A aPECTROGRAPR 
Dotted lines indicate parabolas 
25 
we:2e infinitesimal, the rectanies on any one parabola 
Jould almost compJeely overlap to proauce broad parabola 
seiiments with smooth sides similar 30 those sketched in 
Figure 14. Figure 14 iJ a diagram of several channelled 
spectra produced by a continuous :Light source. The hypo-
thetical rectangles in she various illustrations have 
horizontal dimensions equal to various fractions A X o, 
(See figure 5f) and vertical dimensions eo-al GO various 
fractions of AD0/2, the vertical distance between neigh-
ooring parabolas. 
The effect of slit width on she parc.bola thickness, 
for a given fringe thickness, is -.ndicated in Figure 15 by 
the raicrophotometer traces of several channelled spectra, 
at about 4,000 	for several skit widths. Figures 15a 
anl 15b are patterns for non-touching parabolas produced 
.y L 0.0o mm and 0.08 mm slit, respectively. The greater 
density variation in Figure lea is a result of a longer ex-
_osure time. ibe double maxima in Figure 15c indicate 
overlapping for a slit of 0.12 mm; whereas, at 0.18 mm, 
Figure 15d, the pattern is too complex for interpretation. 
The theoretical slit width for touching parabolas Lith 
zero fringes is calculated from ..4quation V to be about 
0.1 mm, wnich seems to be in agreement with the observed 
values. 
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EFFECT OF SLIT WIDTH AND FRINGE THICENESS 
a. Touching parabolas due to wide slit, b. overlapping 
c. Touching parabolas due to thick fringes, d. overlapping. 







INTEP.b..,1-{ENCE PATTER! S 
A A 09 = Defined in Equation III 
S  =  LA 0 2 




A D 0/2 S F 	 
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S : Slit 1,Vidth 
F = mince Thickness 
D o/2 = Difference in radii 
of neighboring fringes of 
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Figure 15 
MICROPHOTOMETER TRACES OF affAIDTELLED SPECTRA 
Trace 	 Slit 4idth  
a 	 0.03 mm 
b 0.08 mm 
0.13 mm 
d 	 0.18 mm 
'3e3 Text for -,..incussion of slTaces 
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duce touching parabolas is clearly Ins than that defined 
by Equation V. For a given slit width, therefore, finite 
fringes require a greater spectrographic dispersion than 
that calculated from Equation V to produce touching para-
bolas. However, Equation V has a more serious limitation. 
When correctly adjusted to the condition of Equation V, the 
Bausch and Lomb Large Littrow Spectrograph will give a con-
tinuous background for a region of only about 500 .. at 
4,000 ., the limitation resulting from the variation of 
dispersion with wave length. The lines to shorter wave 
lengths do not touch; those to longer, overlap to give 
darker lines. 
The mechanism by which greater resolution of ab-
sorption spectra is obtained with a channelled spectrum is 
indicated in Figure 16, which differs from Figure 12 only 
in the assumption that the slit width and the fringe 
thickness are such that all portions of adjacent parabolas 
touch. It is seen from Figure 16 that if the cross-
sectioned rectangles (,A9 endko). were absorbed, the wave 
lengths of the absorbed rays could be determined by 
tracing along the vertical, dotted lines passing through 
the center of the rectangles to the wave length scale. 
The pattern of an ordinary spectrum could be obtained 
from Figure 16 by erasing all horizontal lines and ex-
tending all vertical lines. Clearly, A 9 and A lo 
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Figure 16 
INTEEPET,OVIETEP - SPECTPOGRAPH PATTERN 
FT A DISCRETE SOURCE 
lattern far a region of several nearly equal monochromatic rays 
with a slit width and fringe thickness such that all portions of 
adjacc7it parabolas touch. The inclined dotted lines represent the 
several parabolas farmed by the corresponding blocks. 	The verti- 
cal dotted lines pass through the center of blocks of the wave 
length determined by the intersection of the dotted lines with the 
wave length scale. 
31 
If the parabola lines in Figure 16 did not touch,. 
the absorption pattern would not be so clearly defined, 
since the spacing between the parabolas would tend to 
broaden the absorbed regions. However, it is seen from 
the following discussion that, for a certain type of 
measurement, it is desirable to take pictures of the ab-
sorption spectrum with non-touching parabolas. 
An expression for the difference in the we num-
bers of any two absorption features on the channelled 
spectrum may be obtained from Equation IV by setting 
AA ° equal to esi"-Ai A 2, where Ajis the difference in 
wave numbers, corresponding to A 1 and A 2, to obtain 
Am 	 (VI) 
If this is known, it is possible to determine A;: quite 
accurately from a sufficiently enlarged spectrum with 
non-touching parabolas by counting the number of parabola 
lines, A m4 between two absorption features. 
The desirability of v. thin fringe may be determined 
from a theoretical discussion of fringe thickness in terms 
of the reflection coefficient of interferometer plates. 
Tolansky7 derives the follcrTing approximate formula 
7
8. Tolansky, High Resolution Spectroscopy (New 
York: Pitman PuUishing corporation, 1947) p. 104 
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from such a discussion: 
d 	(0.98 - 	0.90 R 	0.75, (VIII 
5t 
where d V , a measure of the fringe width, is the resolv-
ing limit in wave numbers, t is the distanoe between the 
interferometer plates, and R, the reflection coefficient 
of the plates, is the fraction of incident light reflect-
ed at the surface of an interferometer plate. 
The value of R for a given interferometer may be 
estimated from plots given by Tolansky. 7 An indication 
of fringe thickness for several values of R is given in 
Figure 17, which is a plot of the intensity distribution 
of a given wave length from a point of maximum to a 
point of minimum intensity one half an order away. If 
a fringe differing in wave length by a tenth of an order 
appeared in Figure 17 with an intensity of 0.1, a re-
flection coefficient of at least 0.8 would be required 
before it could be distinguished well from the more in-
tense neighboring line. from Equation VI, such a re-
flection coefficient corresponds to a fringe width of 
0.24 an
-1 at the wave length of Figure 17, for a plate 
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Figure 17 
INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION FROM :1AXIMUM INTENSITY POINTS FOR 
THE FARPY-PEROT INEPFEROIETEP FOP A GIVEN FFECJJENCY. 
Taken from S. Tolansky, Hieh Pesolution Snectroscow  
(New York, Chicago: Pitman Publishing Corporation, 
1947) p.99. 
VI 
REQUIREMENTS ON THE SPECTROGRAPH 
The theory developed in the previous section al-
lows the precise specification of requirements on the 
spectrograph and associated properties of the inter-
ferometer. 
As pointed out in the introduction, the principle 
limitation in the available apparatus lies in the resolu-
tion of the photographic plate. Assuming a resolving 
power of 50 lines per millimeter or 0.020 millimeters 
per line, the minimum usable :.lit width of the spectro-
graph should be about 0.025 millimeters. 
For fringes of zero thickness, any assumed mini-
mum slit width that will prodLce a continuous background 
is related by Equation V to the interplate spacing and 
the corresponding maximum allcwable spectrographic dis-
persion a/mnq. This relation is indicated graphically 
in Figure 18 where the maximum dispersion, dm, is plotted 
against the interferometer separation, t, for several wave 
lengths and a slit width of 0.025 millimeters. The dotted 
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and Lomb Large Li ttrow Spectrograph for both glass and 
quartz optics and define the region over which this instru-
ment is applicable. Thus, the points in Figure 18 on or 
below the dotted lines specify values of t and A for 
which an interferometer may be crossed with this instru-
ment with a slit of 0.025 mm to produce respectively 
touching and non-touching parabolas for fringes of zero 
width. 
It was pointed out in the previous section that, 
for a given slit width, fringes of finite width require 
a smaller dispersion than that determined by Equation 
V. Therefore, for the minimum slit width of 0.025 mm, 
finite fringes require a smaller maximum dispersion 
than that indicated in Figure 18. Consequently, those 
points on or slightly below the dotted lines in Figure 
le indicate t and A values which are not applicable. 
As indicated in Figure 18, any interferometer 
spacing 1)ss than the critical value will decrease the 
demands on the sharpness of the fringes and, from 
Equation V, will allow the use of wider slit widths and 
therefore, shorter exposure times. However, these gains 
are obtained only at the sacrifice of resolution as 
indicated by Equation VII an result in an increase in 
the planarity demanded of the interferometer surfaces. 
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In the present investigation, a spacing of 1/16 
inch or 0.15 cm was chosen as optimising, at least ap-
proximately, these conditions. With this spacing, it 
was not possible to use the entire aperture of the inter-
ferometer, but only an area of about 5 mm in diameter, in 
order to obtain sharp fringes free from aberration. For 
such a spacing and with an assumed minimum reflection 
coefficient of 0.80, Equation V gives the slit width for 
touching parabolas at 4,000 as 0.1 nun and Equation VII 
gives the minimum resolving limit as 0.24. am-1 . 
With a focusing lens, L2 in Figure 44 of 35 cm 
focal length, Equation II gives the approximate differ-
ence in radii of rings of successive orders near the 
center of the pattern as 0.10 mm and Equation IV gives 
the wave length interval between neighboring fringes as 
0.5 L These values lead to a dispersion of the order 
of 0.5 ibun, normal to the dispersion axis, of the spectro-
graph and a theoretical resolution of about 0.042. 
VII 
PARABOLA BROADENING DUE TO TEMPERA1URE 
AND PRESSURE CHANGES 
Fbr accurate control of parabola thickness, it is 
necessary to consider the vertical and horizontal broaden-
ing due to temperature and pressure changes. The change 
in the refractive index of air and the expansion of the 
plate spacers in the interferometer during exposure time 
will produce broadening in both the horizontal and verti-
cal directions; the expansion of the coating on the sur-
face of the interferometer plates will produce vertical 
broadening. 
Table I lists equations for the distance broaden-
ing on the photographic plate in terms of temperature and 
pressure changes. The equations in the second and third 
columns are respectively for the distance broadening in 
the vertical direction, itV, and horizontal direction, 
AH, and those :Ln the fourth column represent the hori-
zontal component due to the increase in the vertical dis-
tance between the edges of the parabolas, AH v. The sum 
of the two horizontal effects is the total broadening 
38 
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along the axis of the dispersion of the spectrograph. 
The equations in Table II express values of the 
fractional broadening of the distance between neighboring 
parabolas; the second column for the fraction of the 
vertical distance, f 441/2; the third and fourth columns 
for the fraction of the horizontal distance, f6S0, due 
to 6H, and Aliv, respectively. The equations in Tables 
I and II are evaluated in terms of temperature and pres-
sure changes in Tables III and IV respectively where 
values assumed for the various constants are indicated in 
the tables. The derivation of these equations is dis-
cussed in the following sections of this chapter. 
The following discussion of broadening due to the 
expansion of the plate coating material is necessarily 
made for silver since little data exists for other sub-
stances. Even though the plates used in this work were 
coated with aluminum, this discussion should be useful in 
determining the order of magnitude of the broadening as 
well as the data necessary for such a study. 
All equations in Tables. I and II are expressed in 
terms of temperature or pressure changes with the exception 
of the equations for the expansion of the coating material. 
The change in reflection coefficient, A R, in these 
equations may be determined from the temperature change 
TABLE I 
DI STAN CE BEOADEJN IN G OF PARABOLA] DUE TO 
T EMP E RA TU RE AND F±ESSURE CHANGES 
cause of 	 Horizontal Component 
Broadening Vertical AV 	 Horizontal, A H 	of Vertical, Q H o 
Refractive 
Index 
2(n) (11-1) -k,'1:,0 
RTD 
n ( n-1 )Mio A * 	 n(n-1)M p A *  
• liT-ed 	 R Tl 
  
Expansi on 	2 0( f
2 
AT 	 oc- a  LIT 	 (x. AT 
of Spacers  
Expansion of 2 A f 2  







    
*Times the quantity: (PAT- T4 P) 
**See Page 39 
TALLE II 
FRACTIONAL BROADENING OF rARABOLAS DUE TO 
TMiPERATU pa AND PRESSURE CHANCES 
Cause of 
Broaden- 	-Vertical, 	 Horizontal s f A So 	Horizontal, f, A So 
ing I  QD0/2 Due to A R 	 Due to A Hv  
Refrac- 
tive In- 	2n ( n -1 ) 	-V,* 	 2n( n-1).L'i P t* 	 2n ( n-1 )M /odt* 
(18X 	 A RTA RV 	 ART2 
Expansion 
of Spac- 	t oc AT 	 2t oc Q T 	 2d. t cc 6T 
e.rs rl 	 a 	 A 
Expansion 
of Coat- 	2 A 






• times the quantity: (P tri-TB P ) 
** See page 39 
  
ABLE III 




Broadening Vertical, QV 
	
Horizontal, pH 	 of Vertical,L1H il  
Refractive 
Index For P= 0, 
4x10-3 AT mm/ °K 
For T.--• 
7xi0-3 AP mm/mm Hg 
For P -= 0 	 For P .= 0 
7 x10 - 4 4T mm/°K 	4x10-7!1 AT mm/oK 
For T..- 0 	 For T= 0 
3x10-4 AP mm/mm Hg 	1x10-11 AP mm/mm Hg 
 
Lxpansion 
of Spacers 1x10- 4 	mm/°K 1x10-2 aT mm./ °K 5x10-10 AT mm/°K 




*N Jible, See pa„e 59 
P, i at; A , 4,000A; 	d, 5 h/rnm; °Cp.), 1.9x 10-5/ °K; f, 35 cm; T, 500 °K; t, 0.15 CM. CX 
(steel), 1.3 x 10-5 /°K; .„), 5.5 cm., ti= 14-o,rr1p 
TABLE IV 
VALUES OF WJA2IONS IN TAL;LE II FOR CONDITIONS 	THIS WORK 
Cause of 	 Horizontal, f 6 So 	Horizontal, r 6 So , 
Broadening Vertical, ADS/ 2 	Due to 6 H. 	 Due to .6 Hu  
Refractive 
Ihdex 	For P=0, 	 For P=0, 	 For P=0, 
7 x 10-3 6T mm/°K 	7 x 10-6 AT mm/°K 	4 x 1U-10 AT mm/oli 
For T 0, 	 For 3 x 10-4 AP mm/mm Hg For T=0, 
6 x 10-4 AP mm/mm Hg 	 1 x 10-10 AP mm/mnl Hg 
Expansion 




*1.eblible: See Page 39 
P, 1 at: A , 4, 000A; d, b A/Lila; 	Cc (At:0 , 1.0 x 10-5/ 01i; f, 65 cm; T, 600 °K; t, J.15 
cm.; oc ( st eel) , 1/3 x 10-5/°L; L, 6 . 5 cia., 
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of a silver coating material, A T, by use of the Fabry 
equation8  / 2 and an empirical chart by Fizeau





0.035 t' 	(VIII) 
where DI is the optical density of the plate and .0 is 
the thickness of the coating material in millimicrons, 
may be expressed as 
Ar' 
	
0.C35 tta aT (IX) 
where O DT is the change in optical density due to a 
change in temperature LiT, and oc is the linear co-
efficient of expansion for silver. It is then possible 
to determine AR from Fizeauts chart, Figure 19, ior use 
in the equations in Tables I and II by calculation of 
DI and AD? from Equations VIII and IX. 
In the following derivation of the equations in 
Tables I and II, three equalions are first derived for 
the change in wave length due to refractive index 
change A?s, and hil t , the wave length shift in the 
instruments due to expansion of the spacers and coating. 
8 
Fabry, Les Applications des Interi-erfences Lumine- 
uses (1927) 














ent   
0 .5 1.0 
Optical 	s ty 
iur e 19 
REFLECTI OK COEFFICIENT FOP SILVER COA.TITTG 
Taken from; .0 1 zeau, Ann. de Chilli et de Phys., 63, 
393. 1861. 
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The cnange in wave length due to refractive index 
change, PA,,t , may be determin-sd in the following manner. 
Ednce 
A 	k'/n, for a given frequency 
n-1 = 	, and 
= PJ/RT, for an ideal 
where n is the index of refraction of air, A is the wave 
length in air k' and k" are constants, /0 is the C.ensity 
of air, and P,T, and a are the pressure, temperature, and 
molecular weight of air, it is seen that 
A kiT  km."  1) 	T 
R 
Upon differentiation, the following are obtained: 
SA) _ 	 
(LA) _ 
6P - 	 HT 
'.here the quantity PktiM/R = (n-1)T is considered negligible. 
For example, for a wave length of 4,000 JQA, in air at 15° C 
and one atmosphere of pressure, PktiVR is equal to 8.11 x 






pT = 	 (PdT - 	or 
-/ 	 RT2 
 _ n(n-1)a,70 /1 	(PAT - TAP) 	(X) 
R T2 
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If the fringe thickness, A r, is defined by 
Equation VI, the change of fringe thickness dAt , due to 
the expansion of the plate coating is given by 
,a 
A  AR 
5t 
(XI) 
where aAt is set equal toelia —dfa t), and where 4 R is 
the change in reflection coefficient due to the expansion 
of the plate coating. Finally, an expression for the 
broadening due to the expansion of the spacers, o Asp is 
seen from Equations IV and I to be: 
A A s 17.• 	 At = A °‘ AT 	(XII) 
where cos Q is considered unity, and where o t is the change in 
plate spacing due to the temperature change AT producing 
AA s * and oc is the linear coefficient of expansion of the 
spacers. 
The two equations in Table I for horizontal broaden-
ing, 411, are obtained by expressing A, and At in terms of 
the spectrographic dispersion. The remaining equations 
in Table I are obtained in the following fashion. 
Upon rearrangement and differentiation of Equation 
II and appropriate substitution of Equation I with cos 
equal to unity it is seen that 
41- gm  
t 	-115 	
D , and (XII) 
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(6 - tD (XIV ) 
since m changes continuously if a. is not constant. 
Therefore, 
dD/2 (15, Hi) " + (51219 	fl 2 dm 	(2/4 dA4 A/t dm). a 	44,4 
or 
:= AD/2 	f2 (2/p pa A + A/t Am) 
	
( xv) 
where AV is the change in the vertical dimension of a 
parabola. 
The three equations in Table I for AV are obtained 
from Equation. XV by setting Am equal to zero since only 
one parabola is under consideration and by placIn AA equal 
to the AA values derived above for each of the three ef-
fects contributing to parabola broadening. If the equa-
tions for AV are divided by no slope of the parabola, 
Equation XIII, the equations in Table I for 	result, the 
fractional broadening ev.7uatiols in Table I by 46D 0/2 for 
vertical broadening and by!Nj o for horizontal broadening. 
These values are cOtalaA. In the following ,canner. 
The horizontal distance between parabolas, AS 00 is 
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the value of the slit width required to produce touching 
parabolas for fringes of zero width. This is the quantity 
S given in Equation V. The value axidt, the verti-
cal distance between parabolas, is the distance between 
successive fringes of sane wave length. Setting AA 




A f2 	(XV) 
r" 
From Table III it is seen that a temperature change 
of one degree will produce a broadening of approximately 
0.01 mm along the dispersion of the spectrograph, and a 
pressure change of 30 mm Hg is required to produce the 
same effect. Vertical broadening will occur to this 
extent for temperature and pressure changes of three de-
grees and two millimeters of mercury, respectively. 
Since, as pointed out in the previous section, the maxi-
mum resolution of the plate is about 0.02mm, temperature 
changes of 4°C and preEuEure changes of 8 mm of Hg should 
be barely noticeable. 
VIII 
EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS ON THE AB- 
SORPTION SPECTRUM OF NO 2 
The iollowiAg considerations were the factors which 
to the choice of NO for absorption measurements in 
this stud 7: 	1) NJ2 has considerable structure in the 
region in which greater resolution is needed, i.e., 
1-000 R.; 2) A short absorption cell, 10 cm., low pres- 
sures, 15 mm., and room temperature are suitable conditions 
:or absorption 11 this region; 3) NO 2 Is easily prepared 
4 
-vith sufficient purity, and is sufficiently stable, to 
produce a dependable absorption spectrum; 4) No diatomic 
iolecule could be found with a sufficient number of the 
above advantages to permit its use with the available 
equipment. 
NO2 was prepared by heating a mixture of sand and 
load nitrate and distilling the gas through a side arm 
into the cell which was placed in a methyl alcohol-dry 
ice batla. The cell was then alternately slightly warmed 
and evacuated to remove all foreign gaseous material 
along with some NO 2 . Finally, the cell was closed and 
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warmed to room temperature. The final pressure was obtain-
ed by partial evacuation to a pale yellow color. 
The optical path for this work was essentially that 
outlined in Figure 4. The light source was a 100 watt in-
candescent bulb mounted in front of a focusing mirror to 
conserve light. Economy of light was somewhat necessary 
since considerable reduction in intensity resulted from 
reflection at the first plate of the interferometer. An 
iris diaphragm in the source mounting projected the beam 
on the end of the absorption cell which followed immediate-
ly. The cylindrical cell was 10 cm in length and 145 cm 
in diameter with pyrex glass windows. k stopcock was 
connected to the side of the cell to permit filling. The 
light then passed through a 50 cm focal length converging 
lens, L1 in Figure 44 to concentrate the beam on the 
first interferometer plate in an area of about 5 mm in 
diameter as discussed in the p?evious section. A. 35 nun 
focal length high quality achromatic lens, L2 in Figure 4, 
focused the l:Ight transmitted by the interferometer on the 
spectrograptlio slit. Several exposures were taken with a 
mercury lamp source to determine the optimUm position of 
L2 for the ultra—violet. 
Since it was found desirable to focus the center of 
the fringe pattern above or below the slit to obtain both 
sharper fringes and more nearly linear parabola lines, 
10H. Kayser, lakplle der Schwin 




the interferometer was mounted on a base which could be 
rotated about a horizontal axis and accurately adjusted 
to the desired position by a screw mechanism. Type 
103-143 plates with a resolving power of 45 lines per 
millimeter were used. This required an exposure time of 
about four hours for a Dhannelled spectrum and a slit of 
08 man and about thirty minutes for no interferometer and 
a slit of 0.03 mm. 
The first measurement made on the channelled spec-
trum was amilar to that described in connection with 
Equation VII. However, the purpose here was to determine 
the value o2 the interferometer spacing t from a known 
value of 	L double exposure of a channelled spectrum, 
with no absorption cell, and an iron arc covering only a 
portion of the channelled spectrum was used for this 
measurement. The partially , verlapping iron lines fa-
cilitatedthe exact determination of the region over which 
the parabola lines were couni;ed. The number of parabola 
lines, Am, were counted on a projection of the plate 
(enlarged by a factor of 151 between two iron lines of 
known wave length, Al and A 2. The wave numbers from 
which 	was calculateL were obtained from Kayser's 
2ables10 which are corrected for th e refractive index 
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of air. Various values of X1, A 2, am, and t are 
listed in Table V. The average of the experimental quan-
tities indicate a value of the plate distance of 0.15760 
cm * 0.00= am. 
Figures 20 and 21 present enlargements of a spectro-
gram showing a millimeter scale, an iron arc spectrum, a 
channelled absorption spectrum and an ordinary absorption 
spectrum of NO2 in the regior, of 4,000 I. A. general 
comparison of the two absorption spectra will reveal the 
fact that greater structure can be seen in the channelled 
spectrum. However, the very thin parabola segments, vis-
ible in these figures, should not be confused with NO2 
structure. The ink dots in the figures - indicate some of 
the more obvious cases of increased resolution. Figure 
22. shows bands at 108 and 112.5 with greater contrast. 
Values of A m between various absorption features 
and the iron line at 22,587 cm -1 were determined in the 
region between 104 and 112 on the scale in Figures 20 and 
21 to yield differences in wave numbers, Ai; 	The values 
of ail' were appropriately added and subtracted from 22,587 
an-1 to obtain the wave numbers of the various absorption 
features. Various value of A m, Ai?, and the final wave 
numbers are recorded in Table VI. The last column in this 
table indicates the corresponding conditions in the ordi-
nary spectrum. 
TABLE V 
DETERMINATION CF THE IN TERFEROME TEE; PLATE 
DI STAN CE 
A, o 	A a  0 	 4m 	 t 
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4,315.09 A. 	4,225.46 A. 
4,315,09 	4,430.6L 
4,602.95 	4,44205 
155.0 0.1577 cm 
190.5 0.1576 
247.5 (10.576 
Average: t = 0.15760 cm f 0.00003 cm 
90 	100 	110 	120 80 
Figure 20 
POSITIVE PHOTOGRAPH OF A CHANNELLED AND ORDINARY ABSORPTION SPECTRUM OF NO2 
a. channelled, b. ordinary 
56 
Figure 21 
POSITIVE ENLARGEMENT OF FIGURE 20 
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Figure 22 
POSITIVE PHOTOGRAPH OF BANDS AT 108 AND 11245 IN FIGURE 20 
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TABLE VI 
BANDS OBLiEr,VED IN 1lEGION OF 104 to 112 
IN FIGURES 20 AND 21 
A rml 	 11 17' 	"i." 
Ordinary 
Spectrum 
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-66.5 I 107.0 480.0 B. D 
-67.8 mI 119.0 468.0 
-40.8 B („ D 129.0 458.0 
-44.0 169.0 448.0 B. D. 
-48.0 152.8 435.b 
-52.5 mI 167.0 420.0 
-56.8 17:3.5 408.5 
-58.0 184.5 403.5 D. 
-60.0 190.0 397.0 B. D. 
-63.0 200.00 387.0 
-65.5 208.5 37v.s D. 
-75.5 236.0 654.0 D. 
Contt. 
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T ,AIA; VI - Con' t. 
A /MK 	a 1? 	 Ordinary spectrum 
- 79.5 m1 	252.0 	 0-5.0 
-b0.0 I 	205.5 	 332.5 	 D 
-80.0 I 	205.5 	 05 
- 86.0 I 	274.5 	 013.5 	 D 
Values of Am are mea.:,ured frum the 22,587 cm -1 iron arc and 
3—e accurate to only 0.5. 
Intense 	 mI Ivieciium Intensity 
B, iroad 	 D, Diffuse 
R, Siided to Had 
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From the absorption sectrum of .L4( in the region 
of 4,000 A certain bands were selected as those result-
ing from a transition fron the loviest vibrational level 
in the ground electronic state. These bands were se-
lected as a result of an estimation of their spacing, 
allowing for perturbations, determined from estimated 
vibrational frequencies of the upper electronic state, 
and rrom their greater intensities. Since NO2 is an odd 
mo_Lecule, these absorption bands appear as doublets. 
The approximate wave numbers of the doublets se-
lected are listed in Table VII and olotted against a 
running index in Figure 23. The nature of these curves 
does indeed indicate that these bands might well belong 
to a vibrational sequence. Table VIII lists the dif-
ference in the wave numbers of the doublets as de-
termined both by Equation VI and a 4-iartmann equation, 
waere the wave lengths were converted to wave numbers by 
use of Kayser's lables 10 . These differences are plotted 
a j tinsb a runhing ii,aex in Figure 24 wILe,A, the greater 
accuracy of Equation VT is indicated by the fact that 
the uaca in ligu•e 24a fit a mooth curve much more 
closely than those in Figure ',Lib. 
The channelled spectrum has made possible both 
the measurement of more absorption lines and a more ac- 
TABLE VII 
DOUBLET COMPONENTS SELECTED FROM THE 
ABSORPTIOT SPECTRUM OF NO2 
Wave Numbers Wave Numbers 
23,720 23,690 
23,550 23,520 
23,400 23, 360 
23,210 23,180 





















DIRvERENJE IN WAVE NUMBERS OF DOUBLET COMPONENTS 
IN THE ABSORPTION SPECTRUM OF NO2 
m A by Equation VI 
4ti: by Hartmann 
Equation 
16.0 50,8 34.8 
16.5 52.4 49.6 
18.0 57.1 54.2 
16.5 5244 44.1 
17.0 54.0 46.8 
15.5 42.2 38.9 
15.5 49.2: 48.0 
16.0 50.8 36.3 
16.5 52.4 57.2 
16.5 52.4 60.5 
16.0 50,8 63.1 
18.0 5701 49.2 
21.0 66.7 43.5 
20.0 63.5 49.2 
Values of A m are accurate to only 0.5 
- 










































curate determination of the Nave lengths of the lines 
present in the ordinary! spectrum. The channelled spec-
trum seems to partly resolve components that appear to 
be sub-bands but no evidence of resolution of rotational 
structure was found. Visual interpretation was limited 
to determining that several bands of about 10 am-1 in 
width (121.5, in Figure 20) and a few of about 3 cm-1 
 (101.4, in Figure 20) appear to be resolved into at 
least two components. Thus an energy difference of 
about 1.5 cm'l is measured which indicates a resolving 
power of about 0.2 x 105 at 44000 IL The Bausch and 
Lomb Large Littrow Spectrograph for the same slit, 
0.08 mm, has a theoretical resolving power of about 
0.1 x 105 at 4,000 ko However, interpretation on any 
one photograph yields little information. Best results 
are obtained by comparing several photographs with 
different degree of contrast with the actual projection 
of the plate under different conditions of light in-
tensity and enlargement. Little advantage seems to be 
gained by this technf„que for the preliminary analysis 
of absorption spectra. However, with sufficient ex-
perience in the techniques of interpretation, the 
channelled spectrum would probably yield more information 
on fine structure and more accurate values of molecular 
constants already known. 
0 6 ,) 9 
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